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Official and semi-official estimates of New Zealand's national income are available on an annual basis 
for the years since 1932. Retrospective, non-official, estimates are available from 1859. Chiefly these 
are constructed following Doblin's (1951) pioneering use of money stock data, velocity, and the impli- 
cations of the Quantity Theory of Money, and include the estimates of Hawke (1975), Rankin (1992) 
and Cashin (1995). 

This paper estimates New Zealand real GDP per capita with monetary data using valid, inter- 
vention-free, cointegration methods. The new measures avoid the ad hoc adjustments found in Rankin 
(1992), yet unlike Cashin (1995), they incoporate specific New Zealand monetary features. The new 
time series conform well with independent benchmarks and the historiography of the pre-1914 period. 
Alternatively, they suggest an interpretation of New Zealand's growth experience for years around 
World War One which differs from that of Australia, and from the findings of Rankin (1992) and 
Cashin (1995). 

Official estimates of New Zealand's national income are available on an 
annual basis for the years since 1948. As for most OECD economies retrospective, 
non-official, estimates are available for earlier years, and in the case of New Zea- 
land date from 1859. Maddison (1995), notes that the quality of these retrospec- 
tive data vary widely. Estimates for Australia, constructed by Butlin (1962) for 
years since 1798, and by Feinstein (1972) for U.K. for years since 1855 appear 
the most credible. Although New Zealand was a British Australasian colony, she 
declined to join the Commonwealth of Australia in 1901, and was not incorpor- 
ated in Butlin's GDP estimates for Australia. Retrospective GDP estimates for 
New Zealand rest largely on proximate monetary-based data, and are regarded 
by Maddison (1995, p.119) as among the weakest of the estimates for OECD 
countries. However, Maddison (1995) does include an annual GDP series for 
New Zealand for the years since 1870. 

Some direct data for New Zealand's national income are available for years 
before 1948. Lineham (1968) utilised sectoral income estimates to piece together 
a nominal GDP series from 1918, and Easton (1990, 1997) deploys these data 
with a constructed GDP deflator to derive real GDP. Furthermore, spot estimates 
for New Zealand national income have been made for the years 1865, 1898199- 

Note: We wish to thank two anonymous referees and particularly Brian Easton for helpful 
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1902103, 1925126, 1932133, and 1938139 see for example, Knight (1866), Arndt 
(1949), Fisher (1930), and Butlin (1962). Rankin (1992) questions the year to year 
accuracy of Lineham's data, especially for the 1920s, since some interpolation of 
employment levels between census dates was used. Rankin's own preference 
involves using proximate money-derived national income estimates, partly 
because such data may capture annual movements more effectively, and his data 
are incorporated in Maddison (1995). 

The method of using money stock and velocity to construct New Zealand's 
national income was used first by Hawke (1975) for years since 1870, and followed 
the methods of Doblin (1951), Friedman (1961) and Leff (1972). Rankin (1992) 
revised Hawke's series by using estimates of Australian velocity based upon New 
Zealand data, to produce national income estimates which show greater consist- 
ency with the occasional contemporary benchmarks extant for the years to 1914. 
While Rankin's estimates are the most plausible published for New Zealand, he 
made a number of ad hoc modelling decisions in the construction of his series 
which cast some doubt on the validity of his data. In particular, World War One, 
and 1919-21, are omitted from the estimation period, an inter-war dummy vari- 
able is included, and the results from three separately estimated regression equa- 
tions are averaged to construct a continuous series. Thus, Rankin uses a 3- 
piecewise estimate of Australian velocity, based upon New Zealand data, as the 
starting point for his calculations. Further, the resulting measures are used only 
to interpolate and extrapolate New Zealand national income between and beyond 
the contemporary spot estimates. By forcing his estimates through chosen 
national income benchmarks via a series of ad hoe weights, Rankin "fits" these 
benchmarks perfectly. 

Cashin (1995), adds to the debate by utilising two recently available data 
sources. The first is a new price (CPI) series for New Zealand created by Nesbitt- 
Savage (1993). Price data are central to the construction of money-based national 
income estimates, and Easton (1990) has criticised Rankin's use of a diverse selec- 
tion of price indexes. The second relates to New Zealand monetary data produced 
by Sheppard, Guerin and Lee (1990), that provide series for the conventional 
monetary aggregates, M1 and M3, and avoids Rankin's simple reliance on bank 
deposits. However, in contrast to Rankin, Cashin chose to follow Hawke (1975) 
by taking the (average) calculated velocity of Australian money balances, in Cash- 
in's case for M1, and simply multiplying this by New Zealand M1 balances from 
Sheppard et al. (1990).' Cashin reports results only for selected years, and these 
do not always coincide with Rankin's measures, especially for the years around 
World War One. Neither Rankin, nor Cashin, considered how the statistical time 
series properties of the data may influence their estimates. Recent work in this 
area by for example, Dickey and Fuller (1979) and Granger and Newbold (1974) 
explain the need for careful examination of such issues prior to estimation. 

Our approach to deriving estimates of New Zealand GDP, 1859-1933 utilises 
developments from the analysis of non-stationary series based upon the concept 
of cointegration proposed by Engle and Granger (1987). As will be seen, we adopt 

' ~ a w k e  (1975) uses bank deposits (like Rankin) rather than M1 (Cashin). However, both Cashin 
and Hawke use the actual (rather than an estimated) value for Australian velocity. 
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the new price and money data used by Cashin, but choose to follow Rankin in 
allowing New Zealand factors to produce an estimate of the Australian velocity 
inevitably required for the calculation of New Zealand GDP. 

There are two reasons for following Rankin, rather than Cashin, and allow- 
ing New Zealand's circumstances to influence the measure of velocity used to 
estimate New Zealand's GDP. Firstly, Rankin argues persuasively that Hawke's 
(and by implication Cashin's) GDP estimates based on actual Australian velocity 
measures are too low for the 1870s because velocity is likely to be correlated 
with the general price level. New Zealand prices were falling more rapidly than 
Australian prices during this period making Hawke's Australian velocity "proxy" 
inappropriate for New Zealand. The same argument holds for Cashin's estimates. 
Similarly, for any other period where price level changes varied between Australia 
and New Zealand, as for example during World War One, Australian velocity 
estimates would estimate inaccurately New Zealand's income. Thus, Rankin uses 
a New Zealand price variable in the velocity equation to capture this correlation, 
and we adopt a similar approach. Our work differs from Rankin's by using differ- 
ent data for prices and (actual) "money," which were not available to Rankin. 

Secondly, our statistical estimates of velocity are more robust, less ad hoc, 
and more rigorously determined than those of Rankin, which reinforces the case 
for allowing New Zealand's experience to influence the measure of velocity. The 
statistical methods of cointegration allow one to ascertain whether New Zealand 
data has "power" in explaining Australian data on velocity and by implication, 
vice-versa. Cointegration looks at the velocity relationship as a long-run equilib- 
rium concept. In effect, Australian velocity and its New Zealand explanatory 
variables are interchangeable (an endogenous system) if cointegration is estab- 
lished. The important advantage, given the idiosyncratic movements in New Zea- 
land and Australian prices, is that short-term variations in velocity are being 
explained robustly by New Zealand variables. 

The resulting measures avoid the need for interpolation to match the 
occasional contemporary income benchmarks, and put monetary-based GDP esti- 
mates for New Zealand on a firmer statistical footing. The new estimates of New 
Zealand GDP for the years to 1933, can be spliced readily with the semi-official 
income estimates for the 1930s, and Easton's (1990) data for the period 1938 to 
1960 to provide a link with New Zealand's official national income estimates. 
Maddison (1995), alternatively, uses Clarke's (1940) data to join Rankin's esti- 
mates with the official post-1950 series. 

The starting point of the money-based approach to estimating national 
income is the Equation of Exchange and the subsequent Quantity Theory of 
Money: 

where M is the stock of money, V the velocity of circulation, P the price level 
and T the volume of transactions. 
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A little re-arrangement gives an expression for V where: 

where Q is output. In Rankin (1992) V' is "regarded as the ratio of GNP to per 
capita trading banks deposits" and "GNP estimates are based on estimating vel- 
ocity (VEL) from two regressors: trading banks deposits per capita, (MPC) and 
the price level (PRI)." Cashin (1995) presents a more conventional view of this 
equation in terms of the "monetary aggregate of choice,"in his case M1, and 
velocity is considered in relation to GDP. The use of M1 (or M3) by including 
currency has a much firmer basis in the traditional Quantity Theory than the use 
of bank deposits, particularly for the pre-1914 period when the ratio of currency 
to deposits shows large shifts and diverges between Australia and New Zealand. 
However, estimates of velocity for New Zealand cannot be made independently 
of some measure of national income. 

In order to create a velocity series Rankin follows a three-stage process. In 
stage one he creates a measure of Australian velocity, from the trading bank 
deposits and Butlin's (1962) income data. This measure of velocity is then used 
in a series of regression equations where (Australian) velocity is regressed on 
(Australian) prices (PRI) and MPC (plus a dummy variable for the inter-war 
years 1919-39). Omitting the years 1914-1918, three separate regression equa- 
tions are produced (his (a), (b) and (c)), which although they have "good" fit 
exhibit serial correlation as denoted by a low Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic 
indicative of a "spurious regression" problem (see Granger and Newbold, 1974). 

In the second stage, New Zealand PRI and MPC data are used [again in 
three separate regression models, (d), (e) and (f), excluding World War One] to 
predict Australian velocity for the periods, 1861-1900, 1900-19 13, and 19 19- 
1939. The results show a generally good fit, with low DW statistics. 

Stage three entails using New Zealand data-based estimates of Australian 
velocity to create a series for New Zealand velocity, and hence New Zealand 
GNP, using New Zealand measures of PRI and MPC. Again three models (g, h, 
and i) are estimated for the periods, 1859-97, 1895-1913, and 1922-33. Rankin 
argues applying model (i) to the period 1919-21 gives unrealistically high GNP, 
and adjusts velocity arbitrarily to give more "plausible" estimates. Arbitrary esti- 
mates of New Zealand velocity are also made for the years of World War One. 

2.1. Comments: 

(i) Omission of the period 191421 leads to the ad hoe creation of GNP data 
for these years. 

(ii) Structural discontinuities are imposed on the regression equations resulting 
in three separate models, which may effect the efficiency of the estimation 
results. 

(iii) The high R-squared-low DW in Rankin's results is indicative of "spurious 
regression." 

(iv) In contrast, Cashin's (1995) use of Australian velocity in conjunction with 
New Zealand monetary aggregates to calculate New Zealand GDP assumes 



that New Zealand's velocity experience mirrors Australia's. Rankin shows 
that this assumption is implausible. 

(v) However, while Cashin uses velocity to calculate directly New Zealand 
income from its money aggregates, Rankin uses his estimated velocity and 
income measures as a basis for interpolation and extrapolation between and 
beyond the benchmarks. By implication, Rankin accepts that his money- 
based approach estimates income inadequately. 

2.2. An Alternative Methodology 

Effective use of Quantity Theory-based calculations to measure national 
income requires that the time series properties of the individual elements are cal- 
culated, and that the implications of their values understood.' Similarly, if 
regression estimates are to be included as part of the calculation process only 
"valid" estimation methods should be used. Neither of these issues has been 
raised or addressed by previous authors when considering money-based estimates 
of New Zealand national income. 

In this study we propose the following approach: 
(i) Establish the time series properties of the individual series, using 

Dickey-Fuller (1979) tests, to determine the use of appropriate esti- 
mation methods. 

(ii) Consider the relationships (cointegration if the data are non-stationary) 
between the data, both for Australia, and between New Zealand and 
Australia. 

(iii) If the Australian and New Zealand data are "related" (cointegrated with 
I(1) variables), estimate Australian-based and New Zealand-based esti- 
mates of Australian velocity. 

(iv) From the New Zealand-data based velocity estimates, calculate a meas- 
ure of New Zealand GDP. 

2.3 Data 

The data used in this study come from four main sources. 
Firstly, the Rankin (1992) data for Australian GNP, prices, population, trad- 

ing bank deposits and velocity, and New Zealand population, trading bank 
deposits and prices are used. Rankin cites Butlin (1962), Butlin, Hall and White 
(1971); Maddock and McLean (1987) and the OfJicial Year Book of the Common- 
wealth of Australia (1910) for Australian data and McIlraith (191 l), Easton and 
Wilson (1 984), Bloomfield (1 984) the New Zealand OfJicial Year Book ( N Z O  Y B )  , 
various issues, New Zealand Statistics for Population and Buildings (1922/23- 
1939/40) for New Zealand data. 

'A sufficient condition would be for all the variables to be integrated of the same order. However, 
possible cointegration between the components means this is not a necessary condition. However, it 
is necessary that the (sum) of each side of the identity--taking account of cointegration if it exists (or 
any re-arrangement to produce an "explanation" of (say) money demand/supply, velocity, real or 
nominal income) produces a relationship which is "balanced," i.e., the same order on each side of the 
equation/identity. On the econometrics of integration and cointegration see for example Cuthbert- 
son, Hall and Taylor (1992). 



The second source relates to the Nesbitt-Savage (1993) price series used by 
Cashin (1995).' For the period since 1870 this series uses Arnold's (1982) con- 
sumer price index spliced with the New Zealand Department of Statistics' con- 
sumer price index, NZO YB (1 99O), at 19 19. Nesbitt-Savage extends Arnold's 
series backward to 1847. Following Cashin, thirdly we utilise the recently created 
series for New Zealand monetary data in Sheppard, Guerin and Lee (1990). 

Finally, for Australia we utilise the monetary data published in Vamplew 
(1987), Chap. 14., and measures of Australian GDP in Vamplew (1987), Chap. 8. 

Table 1 below reports Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test results 
for the Australian data used in Rankin (1992). The null hypothesis of a unit root 

TABLE 1 

UNIT ROOT TESTS (LOG. DATA), 
AUSTRALIA, 1861-1939 

Variable ADF 

Prices -1.948 
Nominal GNP -2.380 
Bank Deposits -2.516 
MPC -2.580 
Velocity -1.833 

Note: ADF(4) in all cases. 

is not rejected for any of the series. As such OLS based estimation (as undertaken 
by Rankin) will be invalid producing "spurious regression" results typically 
characterised by high R2 and low DW statistics. Estimation in this case should 
either be based on data transformed to a stationary I(0) series, or via appropriate 
estimation methods such as Johansen's (1988) cointegration methods or Phillips 
and Hansen's (1990), Fully-Efficient methods (if, in both cases, the data are Z(1) 
and cointegrated). 

Based upon these results the alternative approach we suggest considers 
whether Australian velocity, prices and bank deposits are cointegrated, and the 
relationship between these variables. Further, if Australian velocity and New Zea- 
land monetary variables are also cointegrated, the use of Australian measures of 
velocity to create a New Zealand GNP series will be founded in modern, robust 
time series methods. Moreover, the need for ad hoc breaks and data deletion is 

 or the period since 1915-33 the Nesbitt-Savage consumer price series can be compared with 
Easton's GDP deflator, and they show respectively 18.3 percent and 10.7 percent inflation. Although, 
in principle, the GDP deflator is the appropriate measure, Easton's indicator backprojects from post- 
1945 price relationships. Further, it is not available for the pre-1914 years. Following Cashin, we use 
consumer prices as the best available consistently constructed deflator. 

' ~h rou~hou t ,  the results are based upon the original variables transformed to natural logarithms. 
Furthermore, coefficients from the Phillips and Hansen (1990) approach are used to construct the 
New Zealand GDP series. 



TABLE 2 

Normalised 
Johansen (var = 2) Variable Coeffficient P-H 

HO: HI:  Max. ei~envalue Trace Velocity - - 

r=O r = l  20.59* 32.00* Intercept - -4.978 
r s l  r = 2  8.18 11 .41 Price -0.208 1.176 
r 5 2  r =  3 3.22 3.22 MPC -0.982 -0.690 

IW na -0.135 

*Denotes significant at 5% level based upon MacKinnon (1991). P-H= Phillips and Hansen 
(1990) normalised coefficient method results. 

obviated by the long run implications of cointegration. Table 2 above establishes 
that the Australian data are cointegrated with a unique cointegrating vector. 

The Johansen (1988) and Phillips-Hansen (1990) approaches show some dif- 
ferences in the estimates produced. Simply replacing the inter-war dummy (IW) 
of Rankin with a dummy variable to capture the 1929 crash eliminates these 
differences, see Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Normalised 
Johansen (var = 1) Variable Coeffficient P-H 

HO: HI:  Max. eigenvalue Trace Velocity - - 

r=O r = l  25.29* 36.05* Intercept - -3.742 
5 1  r = 2  8.30 10.75 Price 0.926 0.999 
6 2  r = 3  2.44 2.44 MPC -0.695 -0.693 

D 1929 na -0.135 

*Denotes significant at 5% level based upon MacKinnon (1991). P-H= Phillips and Hansen 
(1990) normalised coefficient method results. B1929= Dummy for 1929. 

Table 4, below, reports ADF test results that do not reject the null of a unit 
root for the New Zealand data used by Rankin. By implication, the Rankin (1992) 
approach of using (spliced) OLS methods will be invalid. 

However, based upon our use of cointegration methods, Table 5 below shows 
that cointegration can be established between the Australian data (Rankin meas- 
ure of Australian velocity) and New Zealand price and per capita deposits, and 
this result makes possible a statistically robust Rankin-type measure of New Zea- 
land income. 

TABLE 4 

UNIT ROOT TESTS (LOG DATA), NEW 
ZEALAND, 1859-1933 

Variable ADF 

Prices -1.598 
Bank Deposits -2.335 
MPC -3.332 



TABLE 5 

Normalised 
Johansen (var = 2) Variable Coeffficient P-H 

HO: H1: Max. eigenvalue Trace Velocity - - 

r=O r =  1 21.94* 32.31* Intercept -4.806 -3.978 
1 r = 2  8.77 10.37 NZ Price 1.142 0.943 
rS2 r =  3 1.59 1.59 NZ MPC -0.703 -0.533 

*Denotes significant at 5% level based upon MacKinnon (1991). P-H= Phillips and Hansen 
(1990) normalised coefficient method results. 

The cointegration-based estimate of Australian velocity, derived in this 
paper, when multiplied by New Zealand MPC, leads (without ad hoc scaling) 
to consistently lower measures for New Zealand income than the contemporary 
benchmarks, see Model 3 in Figure 1 below. Hence, although Rankin's data are 
cointegrated, the use of splices and ad hoc weighting are required for creating a 
series to match that he reports. 

Model #1 
------ Model #2 

Model #3 

Figure 1. New Zealand real GDP per capita (Rankin-type measures), 1865-1933 

2.4.2. Some Alternative Estimation Results. 

Without ad hoc weights and splicing, Rankin's data cannot approximate the 
independent benchmark income measures on which he sets store, even when stat- 
istically valid estimation methods are used. Part of the problem may arise from 
his choice of monetary aggregate, trading bank deposits per capita, rather than a 
conventional indicator such as M1 or M3 (data on which were not available to 
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TABLE 6 

UNIT ROOT TESTS (LOG. DATA), 
AUSTRALIA, 1861-1933 

Variable ADF 

M 1 -2.405 
Velocity -1.958 

Note: ADF(4) in all cases. 

Rankin). Similarly, Rankin's measure of Australian velocity is based upon bank 
deposits. 

In this section we utilise measures of Australian MI velocity derived from 
Vamplew (1987), and construct New Zealand data-based estimates for this meas- 
ure. The Australian money and velocity data differ slightly from those of Cashin 
(1995), which were based upon Butlin, er al. (1971), and, as can be seen from 
Table 6, are I(1). 

TABLE 7 

COINTEGRATION RESULTS, AUSTRALIA, 1861-1933 

Normalised 
Johansen (var = 2) Variable Coeffficient P-H 

HO: H1: Max. eigenvalue Trace Velocity - - 

r=O r = l  22.31* 38.20* Intercept -1.838 -0.172 
1 r = 2  13.0 15.85 Price 0.490 0.344 
r 5 2  r = 3  2.88 2.88 M 1 -0.021 -0.144 

*Denotes significant at 5% level based upon MacKinnon (1991). P-H= Phillips and Hansen 
(1990) normalised coefficient method results. 

Further, Table 7 demonstrates that these Australian data are cointegrated. 
Table 8 below represents the best fitting, cointegration-based model of Australian 
M1 velocity with New Zealand M1 per capita and the Nesbitt-Savage (1993) 
measure of New Zealand prices.5 These results provide our preferred measure for 

TABLE 8 

COINTEGRATION RESULTS, USING NEW ZEALAND, DATA TO EXPLAIN AUSTRALIAN MI 
VELOCITY, 1861-1933 

Normalised 
Johansen (var = 2) Variable Coeffficient P-H 

HO: HI: Max. eigenvalue Trace Velocity - - 

r=O r =  1 46.90* 79.33* Intercept - -4.941 
1 r = 2  28.67* 32.42* NZ Price 0.516 0.579 
r 5 2  r = 3  3.760 3.760 NZ M1 CAP -0.293 -0.384 

P-H= Phillips and Hansen (1990) method results. These coefficients are used in the simulation 
exercise. NZ Price relates to the Nesbitt-Savage measure; NZ MI CAP refers to NZ M1 per capita. 
Normalised coefficients from second significant cointegrating vector are shown. 

?he results do not suggest structural breaks in the model based upon unit root tests of the 
individual series or on the residuals of the cointegrating regression. 



velocity from which the new estimates for New Zealand GDP are constructed, 
Model 5 below. 

3. IMPLICATIONS FOR NEW ZEALAND GDP 

Table 1A in the Appendix reports alternative series for nominal and real 
income per capita for New Zealand. Also in Table IA, Cashin (nom) and (real) 
refer to the Cashin (1995) results for occasional years presented in his Tables 1 
and 4, and "Benchmarks" refers to the contemporary income estimates presented 
as Table 2 in Rankin (1992). The various models in Table 1A, and others illus- 
trated in this section, are defined in Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

THE ALTERNATIVE METHOD 

Model Description 

Original Rankin (1992) 
Rankin (1992) deflated by Nesbitt-Savage (1993) price index6 
"Best-fit" cointegration-based model using Rankin data (no breaks). Nesbitt-Savage 
(1 993) price index. 
Vamplew (1987), monetary data for Australia. Actual Australian GNP-based velocity 
multiplied by NZ MI (as per Cashin (1995)) 
Estimated velocity based on Table 8 multiplied by NZ MI. 
Australian GNP per capita (Rankin (1992)) 
Australian GDP per capita (Vamplew (1987)) 

Our preferred, new, cointegration-based GDP estimates are labeled Model 
5, and are now considered in relation to the contemporary benchmarks, and to 
Rankin's and Cashin's modern rnea~ures.~ Looking initially at nominal values, 
Model 5's coincide reasonably well with the contemporary benchmarks, with 
values ranging between 89.3 percent and 107.8 percent relative to those of the 
spot estimates. The Model 5 estimate for 1932 matches near exactly the bench- 
mark, to provide a firm basis for splicing the money-based data with the semi 
and official income estimates for later years. Turning to the Cashin estimates, the 
largest discrepancy with Model 5 arises for 1920. The nominal Rankin data also 
exceed Cashin's figure for 1920, by around 40 percent, even though Rankin 
imposed an ad hoe downward adjustment on his data. 

Moving to real per capita values, Model 1 and Model 5 use different price 
deflators, since Model 5,  and indeed Cashin real per capita, use Nesbitt-Savage 

6 ~ h e  model results are created by simply deflating Rankin's nominal series by Nesbitt-Savage's 
(1993) price series. No attempt to derive a new nominal Rankin series using Nesbitt-Savage prices 
was undertaken. 

'our preference, like those of Cashin (1995) and Maddison (1995) is to regard income estimates 
derived from domestic money stock measures as GDP. Rankin (1992) labels his money-based income 
measure as GNP, to coincide with a 1939 GNP benchmark back-projected to 1932 on the basis of 
semi-official private income data published in NZOYB (1957). Rankin also uses Butlin's Australian 
GNP series and not his GDP series to calculate Australian velocities. The NZOYB (1990, p. 679) puts 
GNP at 99 percent of GDP in 1947, and both Easton (1990) and Thorns and Sedgewick (1997) put 
the same ratio in 1939 at 97 percent. Chapple (1994) and Rankin (1994) provide further discussion of 
the New Zealand's national accounts during the 1930s. For practical purposes the 1932 benchmark 
might reasonably be considered to measure GDP or GNP, and Figures 2 and 3 adopt this premise. 
Further, the GDP estimates in this paper are not engineered to fit benchmarks. 



(1993). To illustrate the effects, Figure 1 reports Rankin's own Model 1 along 
side his model deflated by the Nesbitt-Savage CPI index, labelled as Model 2. 
The principal differences arise during World War One where use of the CPI 
deflator gives faster real growth, and in the 1920s where slower growth results. 

Figure 1 also demonstrates how Rankin inflated his (spliced) estimates of 
New Zealand GNP per capita derived from monetary measures to coincide with 
the benchmarks. Model 3 (based on Table 5 above), relates to the statistically- 
valid best-fitting cointegration-based estimate of Australian velocity (using Rank- 
in's New Zealand data). Although this (unweighted) model deploys Rankin's data 
it consistently underestimates the values of Models 1 and 2, and illustrates how 
the latter two models are fitted to the benchmarks. interpolations and extrapol- 
ations analogous to those adopted by Rankin are needed to scale the Model 3 
results to match the contemporary benchmarks. 

Figure 2 compares the preferred Model 5 GDP measures with the original 
Rankin, Model 1, and Rankin deflated by the Nesbitt-Savage data for New Zea- 
land prices, Model 2. The modest obvious divergence between Models l and 5,  
occurs during the years of World War One. Our preferred model shows strong 
per capita growth, around a 39 percent increase, between 1913-19, whereas the 
Rankin index appears essentially static over the same period. 

To an extent the alternative price series are responsible, but Model 5 does 
show a considerably stronger postwar boom, irrespective of the deflator. Rankin's 
income estimates for 1919-20 were deflated to conform with some other indi- 
cators on the immediate postwar economy. 

Our preference for the Model 5 estimates rests on their firm statistical foun- 
dations. Nevertheless, New Zealand's economic history offers evidence, which 

Model #I 
------ Model #2 

Model #5 

Figure 2. New Zealand real GDP per capita (Rankin and revised estimates), 1865-1933 



supports the idea of a strong postwar boom. Exports surged in 1919, with their 
nominal values doubling, see Mitchell (1995, p. 5367). Wool exports leaped in 
value from £7.5 million to £20 million between 1918 and 1919, to account for 
nearly 40 percent of exports. Over 80 percent of New Zealand exports in 1919 
went to the U.K., and high prices were realised during the period of Britain's 
inflationary boom. Lineham's estimates show a 73 percent rise in New Zealand's 
nominal farm income in 1919, and rise in real GDP per capita of around 18 
percent.8 

With a smaller population and a higher export-GDP ratio than Australia, 
high wartime prices, for example during World War Two and the Korean War, 
have sometimes provided a relatively powerful stimulus to New Zealand's econ- 
omy. World War One, and especially its aftermath during 1919-20, also appears 
to stimulate strongly the New Zealand economy. In 1909, on the Rankin and the 
Model 5 estimates, New Zealand's export-national income ratio was around 30 
percent, compared to 18 percent for ~ u s t r a l i a . ~  Further, limitations on imports 
partly arising from a scarcity of shipping, and high export prices, led to a New 
Zealand export surplus equivalent to around 14 percent of GDP in 1919. 

Bruce (1920) reports other indicators, including the consumption of durables 
and the marriage rate, to illustrate the material prosperity in New Zealand associ- 
ated with World War One, though he also highlights the casual tie^.'^ Further, the 
rates of bankruptcies and new company formation illustrate the bouyancy of New 
Zealand's economy in the immediate post-war years, see Thorns and Sedgewick 
(1997, pp. 6&5). Bankruptcies, at 141 in 1919, were at their lowest recorded level, 
and less than half the 1900-13 average. Conversely, new company formations 
rose 64 percent in 1919, and a further 52 percent in 1920, before the rate fell 
sharply in 1921. 

While a finding of wartime and 1919 prosperity has some support within the 
historiography, the merits of the GDP estimates based upon Model 5 rest on 
their statistical foundations. Most importantly, the estimates from Model 5 are 
statistically well founded, based on appropriate data and avoid arbitrary assump- 
tions. Thus, they appear preferable to those from Models 1 or 2, both for the war 
period and more generally. Rankin's reliance on interpolation appears particu- 
larly suspect between 190213 and 192516, given the large span of years without 
a benchmark and the macroeconomic shocks associated with World War One. 

Next we contrast the Model 5 results, in Figure 3 with those from a Cashin- 
type approach, labelled Model 4, which gives an annual series calculated anal- 
ogously to Cashin's occasional estimates. The issue here is whether simply using 
an Australian measure of velocity for MI, in conjunction with New Zealand 
monetary aggregates, gives reasonable income estimates for New Zealand. In the 
longer term, the income measures from Models 4 and 5 correspond reasonably 

 h he real GDP data incoprates Easton's (1990) deflator, and relate to March years. Some uncer- 
tainty remains on the magnitude of the postwar boom since Easton (1997, p. 161) revises downward 
Lineham's estimate of 1919 income. Alternatively, Easton's new estimates still show a rise in real 
GDP in 1921, despite the sharp recession in the farm sector in that year, and the fall shown by 
Rankin's data (and the new estimates reported here). 

 he trade data are from Mitchell (1995). 
LO Bruce (1920, p. 130) reports of the 110,000 men in the forces, 47 percent suffered casualty of 

some kind, and 13 percent were killed or died of wounds. 



- Model #4 
---- Model #5 

Figure 3. New Zealand real GDP per capita, 1865--1933 

well, but occasionally there are clear disparities, most notably in the late 1870s 
and the 1890s. In both cases, the Cashin-type Model 4 measures appear to be 
reflecting Australian experience. Dowie's (1966), investment data are not consist- 
ent with a late 1870s boom in New Zealand, and the stimulating effects of refriger- 
ation on New Zealand in the 1890s contrast sharply with the well-documented 
collapse of the Australian economy after 1891, see Greasley and Oxley (1998). 
Further, the Model 4 estimates show implausibly fast per capita income growth 
in the decade after 1895, and appear to understate the stimulating effects of World 
War One on the New Zealand economy, suggesting a slump that appears more 
reminiscent of Australian experience. Finally, the 1933 per capita level for Model 
4 is significantly above the semi-official measure, unlike Model 5, which fits this 
figure almost exactly. Allowing New Zealand circumstances to be reflected in the 
velocity estimates yields, as Rankin suggests, more satisfactory estimates for New 
Zealand incomes. 

Finally, consider the relative performance of Australia and New Zealand 
based upon the new estimates of New Zealand GDP created by Model 5. 

Figure 4 presents results for Australian GDP per capita taken from Vamplew 
(1987) and the preferred Model 5-based GDP for New Zealand incorporating a 
measure of New Zealand population used in Greasley and Oxley (1999).11 From 
this figure we can see that Australia first leads then, from the 1890s, (generally) 
lags behind New Zealand until the late 1920s. First World War and immediate 
postwar experiences appear significantly different in the two countries. This is to 
be contrasted with Rankin's (1992, p.54) Figure 2 which shows a similar 1900-25 

ra his measure is derived from NZOYB (1990, 1995), New Zealand Official Year Book, Welling- 
ton and incorporates Maori in the population. This, in part, overcomes some of the worries expressed 
in Maddison (1995), p. 134, regarding the exclusion of Maori. 
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Figure 4. New Zealand vs. Australia real GDP per capita, 1870-1933 

experience for the two countries, ostensibly obtained by assuming that New Zea- 
land mirrored the Australian growth record during this period since benchmarks 
are not available. 

The new estimates of New Zealand incomes from Model 5 are founded upon 
a thorough and consistent methodology, which considers the time series proper- 
ties of the data and appropriate estimation methods. With an absence of data on 
New Zealand velocity some "statistical association" has to be established between 
New Zealand and Australia, if the Australian data are to proxy the non-existent 
New Zealand data. Cointegration analysis and the results in this paper provide 
just that evidence. 

However, New Zealand-specific influences are also given a role in con- 
structing the income estimates, rather than simply imposing an Australian meas- 
ure of velocity as in Cashin (1995) and Hawke (1975). Using a statistically valid 
estimate of Australian velocity based upon New Zealand data allows New Zea- 
land conditions to shape the income estimates, and has clear effects, for example 
in the 1890s and during World War One and its aftermath, when Australian and 
New Zealand economic circumstances diverge. 

The new estimates produced here do not involve ad hoe adjustments, splicing, 
scaling, or interpolation. Nevertheless, they track the contemporary benchmarks 
closely. The greatest uncertainty surrounding New Zealand's income estimates 
concerns the period 1902-25, which has no benchmarks. The ability of Model 5 
to track the benchmarks in the earlier and later years militates against using ad 
hoc adjustments for the intervening years. 



New Zealand pre-1950 retrospective national income data are weak by the 
standards of other OECD countries. In the absence of direct measures, the 
money-based estimate of Hawke (1975), Rankin (1992), and Cashin (1995) are 
central to understanding New Zealand's early growth experience. Maddison's 
(1995) compilation of international national income statistics incorporates Rank- 
in's data, as the best available annual series for New Zealand. To the extent that 
New Zealand income estimates depend on proximate money-derived estimates, 
they need to be put on a firmer statistical footing. 

In this paper we build on the pioneering work of Hawke, Rankin, and Cashin 
to provide rigorously derived, validly estimated measures of New Zealand GDP 
utilising the powerful implications of cointegration analysis. The latter identifies 
strong statistical links between the monetary transmission mechanisms in Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand necessary for the approach used here, but also incorpor- 
ates distinctive elements from New Zealand's experience. Using consistent 
measures of prices and a new series on New Zealand M1 in an interpolation-free, 
break-free approach, we construct an income series that tracks the occasional 
contemporary benchmarks well, and produces statistically robust estimates for 
the whole period. 

TABLE 1A 
NEW ZEALAND NOMINAL AND REAL GDP PER CAPITA (RPC), EM AND & 

Model 1 
OBS (nom) 

Model 5 Cashin Model 1 Model 5 
(nom) (nom) Benchmarks (RPC) (Rpc) 

14.10636 15.8 58.1498626 54.97006 



NEW ZEALAND NOMINAL AND REAL GDP PER CAPITA (RPC), £M AND & 

Model 1 Model 5 Cashin Model 1 Model 5 Cashin 
OBS (nom) (nom) (nom) Benchmarks (RPC) (RPC) (RPC) 

Note: RPC denotes Real Per Capita; "nom" refers to nominal and "Benchmarks" to the contem- 
porary benchmarks referred to in Rankin (1992). 
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